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Almost every non-trivial design contains at least one 
state machine, and exercising that state machine 
through its legal states, state transitions, and the 
different reasons for state transitions is key to 
verifying the design’s functionality. In some cases, we 
can exercise a state machine simply as a side-effect of 
performing normal operations on the design. In other 
cases, the state machine may be sufficiently complex 
that we must take explicit targeted steps to effectively 
exercise the state machine. In this article, we will 
see how inFact’s systematic stimulus generation 
and ability to generate constraint-aware functional 
coverage simplify the process of exercising a state 
machine by generating command sequences.

STATE MACHINE EXAMPLE 
The example used in this article is the state machine 
for an LPDDR SDRAM memory. A generic and slightly-
simplified LPDDR diagram is shown below, with the 
relevant states and commands that provoke these 
transitions. 

The state machine shown here appears deceptively 
simple. As we will see, exercising all valid three-deep 
sequences of commands is far from trivial! Much of 
the complication comes from the fact that we don’t 
just need to exercise the state machine. We also need 
to ensure the design is in a state where transitions in 
the state machine can be exercised. 

MAPPING TO STIMULUS 
There are a few ways that we could write stimulus 
for generating LPDDR commands to exercise the 
memory device’s state machine. We could write 
a transaction that represents a single LPDDR 
command and not attempt to target the sequence 
of commands. On the other extreme, we could write 
a set of directed tests that attempts to exercise 
each possible transition in the state machine. We 
will take a slightly different path, and capture the 
constraints that relate the device state to each of the 
three commands. This will allow us to use inFact’s 
systematic stimulus generation to efficiently exercise 

all the valid command 
sequences.

Identifying State 
The LPDDR state  
machine, like many  
others, is conditioned  
by device state. For 
example, in order to 
perform a write (WR_x) 
on one of the banks, 
that bank must be in the 
active state. Our first task 
is to identify the device 
states that dictate the 
valid commands that can 
be applied at any given  
point in time.  
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Figure 1:  LPDDR State Machine
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With LPDDR, there are two elements of state to be 
aware of:

• Whether the device is in the self-refresh state
• Whether a given bank is active 

We start by capturing these state elements in a struct, 
as shown below in Figure 2. Note that in this LPDDR 
memory, there are eight banks.

Figure 2: LPDDR State Information

We will use this state to condition the set  
of commands that can be generated next.

Identifying Command-Generation Constraints 
The first thing we need to do in forming the 
command-generation constraints is to identify the set 
of commands. The enumerated type shown in Figure 
3 below encodes every command that can be applied 
– either globally or to a specific bank. 

 Figure 3: LPDDR command set

We next capture everything necessary to describe a 
single command within a class, as shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4: Single-Command Class

The single-command class captures the device state 
prior to execution of the command (the state field), 
the command to be generated, and the target bank  
(if applicable) to which the command is applied.

Now, we need to form constraints that reflect the 
rules expressed in the state machine as constraints 
against the current state. 

Figure 5: Constraints on Self-Refresh

Figure 5 shows the constraints necessary to encode 
the arcs between the idle state and the self-refresh 
state. Note that the only thing we can do while in self-
refresh state is to stay in that state or exit self-refresh 
state. When we are not in the refresh state, we cannot 
issue a self-refresh-exit command. Finally, we cannot 
issue a self-refresh command unless all of the banks 
are idle.

typedef struct {
 rand bit[3:0]  bank_active[8];
 rand bit   refresh;
} cmd_state_s;

class lpddr4_cmd;
 rand lpddr4_cmd_e  cmd;
 rand int    target_bank;
 rand cmd_state_s  state;
 // . . .

endclass

constraint refresh_c {
 // When in self-refresh mode, the only thing we can
 // do is to exit self-refresh mode. When not in 
 // self-refresh mode, we cannot exit self-refresh mode
 if (state.refresh) {
  // SRE stays in self-refresh mode. SRX exits
   cmd inside {SRE, SRX};
 } else {
  cmd != SRX;
 }
  
 (state.bank_active.sum() != 0)  -> cmd != SRE;
  
}

typedef enum {
 PREA, 
 SRE,
 SRX,
 REFA,
 ACT_0, ACT_1, ACT_2, ACT_3, ACT_4, ACT_5, 
      ACT_6, ACT_7,
 WR_0, WR_1, WR_2, WR_3, WR_4, WR_5, 
      WR_6, WR_7,
 WRA_0, WRA_1, WRA_2, WRA_3, WRA_4, 
      WRA_5, WRA_6, WRA_7,
 RD_0, RD_1, RD_2, RD_3, RD_4, RD_5, 
      RD_6, RD_7,
 RDA_0, RDA_1, RDA_2, RDA_3, RDA_4, RDA_5,
       RDA_6, RDA_7,
 PRE_0, PRE_1, PRE_2, PRE_3, PRE_4, PRE_5, 
      PRE_6, PRE_7,
 REF_0, REF_1, REF_2, REF_3, REF_4, REF_5, 
      REF_6, REF_7
} lpddr_cmd_e;
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There are a similar set of constraints to control when 
bank-specific commands can be issued, as shown in 
Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Bank-specific Command Constraints

Here, the constraints primarily ensure that specific 
commands can only be issued when the appropriate 
bank is activated. Here, again, we can trace these 
restrictions back to the rules described by the state 
machine shown in Figure 1. 

Identifying Command-Sequence Constraints 
That’s just the first step. Now we need to capture  
the rules around sequences of commands.  
As mentioned at the beginning of the article,  
we are targeting generation of sequences of three 
commands. Consequently, we define a three-deep 
array of the command classes we looked at in the 
previous section.

Figure 7: Command-sequence Class

 
Note that we also capture the previous state, which 
will be the state of the device after the last command 
of the sequence executes (or the initial state).

 

class lpddr_cmd_seq;
 parameter int unsigned N_CMDS = 3;
 
 rand lpddr_cmd  cmds[N_CMDS];
 cmd_state_s  prev_state;

 function new();
  foreach (cmds[i]) begin
                   cmds[i] = new();
  end
 endfunction
// . . .

endclass

constraint bank_cmd_c {
    if (cmd inside {PREA, SRE, SRX, REFA}) {
        target_bank == -1;
    } else {
        target_bank inside {[0:7]};
  
        // Restrict possible commands based on bank state
        foreach (state.bank_active[i]) {
            if (i == target_bank) {
                if (state.bank_active[i]) {
                    // The only things we cannot do when the bank
                    // is active is to activate the bank or refresh
                    cmd == (ACT_0+i || WR_0+i || WRA_0+i || 
                            RD_0+i || RDA_0+i || PRE_0+i);
                } else {
                    // In the idle state, the only thing we can do 
                    // is to activate the bank or refresh a bank
                    cmd == (ACT_0+i || REF_0+i);
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

// Constraints to relate the sub-commands
constraint prop_bank_state_c {
    foreach (cmds[i]) {
        if (i == 0) {
            // Pull the previous state
            cmds[i].state.refresh == prev_state.refresh;
            foreach (cmds[i].state.bank_active[j]) {
                cmds[i].state.bank_active[j] == prev_state.bank_active[j];
            }
        } else {
            // Look back and determine how the
            // last commands impacts current state
            if (cmds[i-1].cmd == SRE) {
                cmds[i].state.refresh == 1;
            } else {
                cmds[i].state.refresh == 0;
            }
 
            if (cmds[i-1].cmd inside {PREA, SRE, SRX, REFA}) {
                // a PREA command deactivates all banks
                // Other global commands require banks to be inactive
                foreach (cmds[i].state.bank_active[j]) {
                    cmds[i].state.bank_active[j] == 0;
                }
            } else {
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Figure 8: State-Transition Constraints
 
The constraints shown in Figure 8 compute the value 
of the state variables at each step of the command 
sequence based on the command that is executed. 
For example, if the last command was SRE (self-
refresh enter), then the state of the design for this 
command will be ‘refresh’. Note, also, that the state 
of the first command is set to be equal to the state 
from the end of the previous command sequence, 
captured in the prev_state field.

We’ve now defined the stimulus model for generat-
ing three-deep command sequences of LPDDR 
commands. We’ll come back to how we will use inFact 
to efficiently generate these command sequences.

 
DEFINING COVERAGE 
In addition to generating valid stimulus, we also want 
to be able to collect coverage. It’s difficult to create 
coverage for command sequences like this because 
of the dependency between the state of valid 
command sequence, and because of the constraints 
across commands. Fortunately, inFact gives us a way 
to both easily specify these coverage goals, and to 

generate a SystemVerilog coverage model from this 
coverage specification.

The first step is to capture the coverage goals. 
Figure 9 shows a CSV (comma-separated value) 
file displayed as a spreadsheet that captures the 
coverage goals for our three-deep command 
sequence.

 
Our coverage specification simply needs to capture 
the goals we care about: a cross between the three 
commands in the three-deep command sequence array.

Figure 10: Generating Functional Coverage

Figure 10 shows the inFact command used to 
generate a SystemVerilog covergroup. inFact 
leverages the coverage goals captured in the CSV 
file along with the constraints captured in the 
SystemVerilog class to generate a SystemVerilog 
covergroup that accurately captures the reachable 
combinations and excludes the unreachable 
combinations.

A big benefit of using inFact’s automation in creating 
functional coverage is that inFact will automatically 
compute the unreachable solutions from the 
constraints, and will generate the exclusion bins 

                foreach (cmds[i].state.bank_active[j]) {
                    if (cmds[i-1].cmd == ACT_0+j) {
                        // A previous bank-activate command causes
                        // the current bank state to be 1
                        cmds[i].state.bank_active[j] == 1;
                    } else if (
                        cmds[i-1].cmd == WRA_0+j
                        || cmds[i-1].cmd == RDA_0+j
                        || cmds[i-1].cmd == PRE_0+j) {
                        // A RD/WR with auto-precharge deactivates the bank
                        // An explicit precharge deactivates the bank
                        cmds[i].state.bank_active[j] == 0;
                    } else {
                        // Other bank-specific 
                        cmds[i].state.bank_active[j] == 
                            cmds[i-1].state.bank_active[j];
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

Figure 9: Coverage Definition File

qcc lpddr_cmd_seq_pkg::lpddr4_cmd_seq \
    -coverage-strategy app_lpddr_cmd_seq_cov.csv \
    -name app_lpddr_cmd_seq_cov \
    -o app_lpddr_cmd_seq_cov.svh
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to exclude these unreachable cases. As Figure 11 
shows, the exclusions in this case are both extensive 
and complex. Certainly not something that is easy to 
create by hand!

Figure 12: Command-Sequence Reachable Combinations

In addition to generating code to exclude 
unreachable combinations, inFact also reports 
the number of reachable combinations, as shown 
in Figure 12. As expected, all 60 variants of each 
individual command are fully-reachable. Only 
187,845 of the apparent 216,000 command-sequence 
combinations are reachable due to constraints. That’s 
quite a large number of command sequences we 
need to exercise! 

TESTBENCH INTEGRATION 
In order to integrate our inFact-automated command-
sequence generator into the testbench, we need 
to do two things: use inFact to create a stimulus-
generator class, and integrate that class into a 
UVM sequence (assuming we’re using UVM in our 
testbench).

Figure 13: Stimulus-Generation Class Creation Command

Figure 13 shows the inFact command that reads  
in the command-sequence class that contains the 

// Coverpoint cmd_0
cmd_0 : coverpoint item.cmd[0].cmd {
 option.weight = 60;
 bins lpddr4_cmd_seq_inst_cmds_0_cmd[] =
           {[lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::PREA: 
           lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::REF_7]};
}
// Coverpoint cmd_1
cmd_1 : coverpoint item.cmd[1].cmd {
 option.weight = 60;
 bins lpddr4_cmd_seq_inst_cmds_1_cmd[] =
           {[lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::PREA: 
           lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::REF_7]};
}
// Coverpoint cmd_2
cmd_2 : coverpoint item.cmd[2].cmd {
 option.weight = 60;
 bins lpddr4_cmd_seq_inst_cmds_2_cmd[] =
           {[lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::PREA: 
           lpddr4_cmd_seq_pkg::REF_7]};
}
// Cross_cmd_cross
cmd_cross : cross cmd_0, cmd_1, cmd_2 {
 option.weight = 187845;

Figure 11: Command-sequence Coverage Exclusions

qso lpddr_cmd_seq_pkg::lpddr_cmd_seq \
  -coverage-strategy app_lpddr_cmd_seq_cov.csv \
  -o lpddr_cmd_seq_gen.svh
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array of commands and constraints and the coverage-
strategy CSV file, and produces a class to allow inFact 
to efficiently generate all the reachable command-
sequence combinations.

Figure 14: Integrating the Command-Sequence Generator

Now, of course, we need to connect our command-
sequence generator to our UVM testbench. About the 
only challenge here is that our command generator 
produces three commands at a time, while our 
testbench accepts a single command at a time. The 
integration approach we take, as shown in Figure 14, 
is to generate three commands at a time, then apply 
them one at a time to the testbench via the ‘run_cmd’ 
task.

Note that our sequence runs a loop of 10,000 
command sequences (30,000 commands). This means 
that we will need to run quite a few simulations in 
order to achieve our command-sequence coverage 
goal. Fortunately, inFact offers a regression mode 
where every simulation makes unique progress 
toward the overall coverage goal.

CONCLUSION
Command sequences are an excellent way to exercise 
a sequential design. While there are several ways 
to generate command sequences, capturing the 
relationships between the design state and valid 
next command as constraints allows automation to 
help. Using this constraint-based description, inFact 
is able to generate a SystemVerilog covergroup 
that accurately captures the reachable command 
sequences, as well as enabling us to efficiently and 
systematically generate all the command sequences 
of interest. 

class lpddr_cmdseq_seq extends lpddr_seq;

function new();

endfunction

task body();
        lpddr_cmd_seq cmd_seq =  

lpddr_cmd_seq::type_id::create();
        lpddr_cmd_seq_gen cmd_gen =  

new({get_full_name(), ".cmd_gen"});

        repeat (10000) begin
// Call inFact to generate three commands
cmd_gen.ifc_fill(cmd_seq);

// Execute the three commands
foreach (cmd_seq.cmds[i]) begin
                run_cmd(cmd_seq.cmds[i]);
end

          end
          endtask

endclass
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